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IFC Vote Denies
McNulty Motion

Harry J. Stevens, secretary comparable to the Trinity Senof the Brown U. Interfraternity ate and the Faculty-AdminCouncil, reports that the CounDEC, 1—Dean 0. W. Lacy pledges or fraternity members
& r opposed to cil's recent resolution against istratioa Comn»ittee on Student
'today vvamed that the College which will be useful / to the nauseating,"
"commonly accepted practices discriminatory clauses received Activities were at the top
will tike "strong action" if whole Chapter.' .
of morality and . high prin- widespread support since even authority, i Below them, and of NOV. 20—The Interfraternifraternities do not bring their
Defines Hazing
ciples" a pan of undesirable the organizations having such equal ; ink, were the I. F. C, ty Council went on record with Said Ian Bennett, President (decision if the new evidence
pledge training and initiation He saw hazing as something hazing.
the Freshman Executive Counof the IFC, "I'm no lovev of tlivew sufficient light on the
practices in line with admin- that includes "activities which Lacy stated his belief that clauses are opposed to them. cil, and the Interhouse Council. another negative vote tonigttt the Senate. It pleases me that case.
istration policy.
create disturbances, loud noise, Trinity is for men, calling hav- In a Iripod interview, Stev- The latter is a confederation when it turned down Senate we are not under it."
On The Bandwagon
In a mimeographed letter and violence which would en- ing "kid stufi." He reminded ens said that the I. F. C. cap- of social groups among inde- President Arthur McNulty's According to McNulty's pro- "The Senate tries to stir up
addressed to fraternity, presi- danger the health of a man fraternities that such activities not presently force a member pendents living in dormitories. motion that the IFC grant the posal, a student would be able action," Bennett continued. He
dents, .1. F. C. representatives, by exhaustion ' or physical .n- are often forbidden by house to drop discriminatory regula- Stevens said that, although Senate Appellate jurisdiction. to refer a case tried by the stated that the attack on the
Defeated by a "straw" vote, IFC to the Senate for retrial IFC had been snowballing and
and fraternity f a c u l t y and jury." The D e a n also called regulations as well as by the tions b Jt that ft will exert pres- the Council is its own appellate
p
motion will come up for a if new information were in- "the Senate did not want to be
d
alumni advisers, Lacy stated activities that, are publicly em • College and "by all laws ofsure to bring about their elimin- bbody,
may the
y of its decisions
may
ation. .Mow thai the resolution be overridden by the Camarian final vote at the IFC meeting troduced. The Senate would left out."
that: "It appears that the an- barrasiing, " r e p u l s i v e and common decency."
has been passed, the Counc'l Club. He pointed out that trie tonight.
have authority to reverse the The proposal was an outcient evil of Hell Week, at
hopes
that individual houses latter group had the final stuleast in some instances, is be-,
growth of the Senate's growwill take the initiative to re- dent power and thus all oth-=r
tog revived."
ing awareness that there was
form.
organizations were subject to
The Dean pointed out thai
too great a division between
The original impetus to thp its control when disagreement
such a jevival was opposed'to
the two bodies. At one ot the
j resolution was g i v e n by the arose.
a directive he issued Fet>. 29,
first Senate meetings of the
Brown Civil Liberties Foru.n, Explaining the makeup of
1960. In that directive Lacy
year, Senator Sweeney pointed
Stevens
said.
The
Forum
conthe Brown I. F. C , Stevens
said that the 1S59 statement of
out that the student governtended^hat the clauses reflect- said representatives are nort h e National Interfraternity
ment
was a triangle with the
ed on the University and that mally elected from the rising
Council is in accordance with
Senate
at the top, but that the
College attitude toward pledge Sir Ki-gh Stott Taylor, a for- tics, he has been called into they restricted the fraternity s junior r.-iass. AL the end of each
IFC was completely off to one
privelegt
of
choosing
its
own
year
the
Council
chooses
its
activities. The I. F. C. re- mer Dean of the. Princeton Un- I consultation by both govern- members freely.
side. He suggested at that time
.
executive board from the rissolution, condemned activities iversity
that the Senate work with the
ment and industry.
Graduate
School,
and
ing seniors in the group. This
No Deadline
designed "to impose embarras- the first president of the
IFC
to "streamline" the stusment, harassment, or phys- Woodrow Wilson National Fel- Co-author of the Catalysis in Stevens painted out that no •board acts as a policy forming
dent government. Senate PresiTheory
and
Practice,
T>e-±a
committee
for
the
coming
year.
ical or mental strain in ^con- lowship Foundation will de- Taylor during the second Worla deadline for the removal . of
dent and Vice-President Mc' "Vole Consciences"
nection with pledge training, liver a. lecture next Monday at War nad a prominent part in clauses was contained in the
Nully and Moran met recently
Stevens
said
that
representinitiation, or preinitiation pro- 8:15 in the Washington Room the mobilization of American resolution for such a deadline
with Bennett and Classen, the
atives do not have to return
cedure."
IFC officers, and presented the
of Mather Hall.
science for war purposes and might have i m p e r i l e d tne to their respective houses with
chances of passage.
proposal. The proposal was
Promote Welfare
The lecture, entitled "Cooa- in the direction of research pro- He said that four B r o w n proposals. Instead, they are
then brought before the IFC in
Lacy reminded fraternities mitmen': to Academic Excel- jects.
free
to
"vote
their
own
confraternities currently have dis- sciences." he stated.
what McNulty termed "an atthat the local I. F.' C'g cofl- lence" will be co-sponsored .bj'
tempt to structuralize the
stitutio*i' states that the frater- the Freshman — Sophomore Dean Taylor lias received criminatory statements in their In discussinng the activities
system." The proposal was
nity • system within the College Advisory Council and the Lec- numerous medals and awards national constitutions. T h e s e of the Brown Council, the
as
well
as
honorary
degrees
fraternities are S,i g m a Chi
community." He warned that ture Committee.
then brought before the IFC
from a number of colleges and Lambda Chi, Delta Phi, and secretary stated that rushing
this is an important provision
j where it was defeated. McNulinfractions
are
an
especial
conSigma Nu, Stevens alleged.
for the fraternities to remem- Internationally known for his universities.
ty expressed disappointment in
contributions in the field of The author ot several stand- Steveas explained the plane cern of the group. Fines rangber.
the defeat of what he thought
chemistry. Sir Taylur ard works, including Element- of the I. F. C. in the student
was a "relatively meek" proThe Dean urged that the in- physical
now
be
levied
against
fraterwas
appointed
president
of
the
ary
Physical
,
Chemistry
and
power structure at Brown. He nities convicted of illegal rushposal and hopes it will be givdividual organizations and the
Wilson Foundation ia
(Continued on Page 4)
said that the Camarian Club ing.
en more serious consideration
I. F. C. "'come immediately to Woodrow
June
of
195S.
Sir
Taylor
bain the formal vote December 4,
grips with this problem and came the first Chairman of the
In addition, rusbees are also
reach a solution," stating that Foundation after it was taKen
Bennett said the motion had
punished for infractions of the
if they did not "it will remain over as a nationally sponsored
not been presented at all well
same rules. Stevens explained
with the College to act in an project by the Association of
to him and added "I don't
that pledging at Brown is deappropriate fashion."
know why they possibly
layed until Spring of the fresnGraduate Schools, The FoundaAccording to Lacy, part-of tion is now annually making
thought it would be accepted."
man year. Last year two violathe confusion concerning the available 1,000 awards for firsttors ware prosecuted and conjS'ine Negative Votes
differences between a "Hell year graduate work leading to
victed,
When the "straw" ballot was
Week" and aiijore appropriate careers in college teaching in v
taken, everyJjouse . except for
. The secretary: said that. t&e-J
by Bob Feinsj?h¥eiB£r ' "Faintly surprised that stu- I. F. C. also has committees
"Help Week" arises from a the humanities,
Theta "~Xi and QED voted
In an interview in his Sea- dents didn't have to wear aca- supervising social events, publack of understanding of the
against. Theta Xi abstained
"Short Visit
words 'discipline" and "hazbury office late last week, demic gowns to classes as licity, and rushing. In addition,
and QED voted for the motion,
they;
must
in
Dublin,
Profesing." Ke c a l l e d discipline A native of Lancashire, En- Visiting Professor of Classics
the treasurer serves as a men?.'
After the vote, it was suggest* ,
"something i m p o s e d upon gland, and a graduate of the John Victor Luce of Trinity sor Luce confesses that the ber of the Camarian Club.
ed that the-IFC representatives
University of Liverpool, Dean College, Dublin, affably dis- most shocking thing by far \ "Mickey Mouse Cup"
"might mention it to then*
Taylor came to the United Sta- cussed Hartford's. Irish Coun- he has seen was "Students The vice president heads a
houses" before the final vote
taking
out
cigarettes
in
class
tes in 1941 for 'what he ex- terpart.
committee to select the. reat the next meeting.
pected would be a "short vis- Two things above all dis- and lighting up!" The logic cipient of the Teals Trophy, a
In the discussion following
behind
allowing
smoking
on
social service award. Asked
The following r&presentatives it", with the exception of a two tinguish Trinity of Dublin, it
the
vote, one IFC member
ciety
on
the
Eve
of
the
Civil)
By
JERBY
LIEBOWITZ
campus b u t no t drinking about the Trinity I. F. C.'s
will be on campus this week to year interlude in Great Britain seems. First,. they claim the eludes
War."
said
the
final vote would have
NOV.
29
—
A
gray,
slightlythe professor.
during World War I, he has oldest rugby team on earth, a
proposed new cup, Stevens
interview undergraduates:
After blushing at his own to take place in the IFC meetbalding,
white
•
moustaehed,
devoted
some
45
years
to
the
distinction no other college When' asked for more de- said that he thought such an
Mr. Paul Burch, Assistant
remark that he was about to ing on December 4 since tha
Superintendent, West Hartford forward movement of science can claim. Second, a year's tails on Trinity Dublin, Pro- award was "a lot of mickey sturdily-built and elegantly- concern himself, with the evil fraternities would not be meetpoised figure—a picture of the of the Civil War" ("There was ing ibefore its November 27
Public Schools on Tuesday. and education in this country. tuition there comes to 65
fessor Luce went on to say mouse."
Mr, Meredith Price, Assist- He became a full professor at pounds, or $180. Very few that a full three thousand at- Asked about I. F. C. sponsor- ante-bellum Southern gentle- no evil," he later chuckled), meeting. He then stated that
ant to *he Dean, Harvard Uni- Princeton at 32 arid the first colleges can match this dis- tend the college, but that's not ed activities such as an inter;- man—stepped up to the po- Dr. Eaton proceeded to dispel the Senate would be able to
versity Graduate S c h o o l of incumbent of "the David B. tinction.
counting the fifty or so doc- fraterniiy sings and Spring dium In the chemistry audito- t h e common misconceptions take no action on the proQpsal
Jones Professorship of Chemis- Professor Luce spoke wist- toral candidates.
Education on Wednesday.
Week End competition, Stev- rium this morning to present northerners have of ante-bel- because "Senators won't be
Dr. W. Parker Anslow, Jr. of try in 1927. He served as ehaii- fully of the absence of girls Founded in 1591 by Good ens replied that some houses the annual Mead history lec-/lum Dixie.
able to eo back to their houses
the University of V i r g i n i a man of the Chem. Dept. from in his classes here in Hart- Queen Bess, Trinity Dublin participate in these activities, ture,
and find out house opinion."
Grains of Truth
1926
until
1951
and
as
Dean
of
ford. Trinity Dublin has nothSchool of Medicine on Thucsa more regal pedigree others do not. He does not be- Dr. Clement Eaton, professor ''Since the nature of its so- Last week the IFC turned
the Gfawpate School from 1913 ing against women, he says, boasts
day.
than
Trinity
Hartford., Just lieve that those organizations of history at the University of ciety determines the kind of down a motion to require each
Students who wish • to speak until his retirement in 1958. and has admitted "quite a the same; though, the college not participating are especially Kentucky, spoke on "T h e war a nation will fight, it isfraternity to publish in the
with t h e s e representatives Note,d for his work In cata- high percentage" of them. prides itself on its liberal at- looked down upon.
Characteristics of Southern So- important," Dr. Eaton drawled Freshman Handbook a states h o u l d make appointments lysis, photochemistry, radio- "Monastic" is the way he de- titude it has admitted dissentcharacteristically, "that we dis- ment of its policy towards
through the Placement Office. chemistry and chemical kine- scribes the atmosphere here. ers, Jews, and Roman Cathocover the grains of truth that minority groups in rushing and
have been so exaggerated into pledging. Many students have
lics ever since 1793, ;as well
the common stereotypes we expressed the view that, had
as some "non-conformists,"
the IFC members not considernow hold as true."
such as Presbyterians and
The leaders of Southern so- ed the motion through the eyes
Methodists. Women, - Profes
ciety, the small, privileged up- of their individual fraternities,
sor Luce admits, were not
perclass in which one may find, they might, have seen the issue
tolerated until the beginning
the greatest differences with in a moral and clearer light.
of this century.
Frat, Not IFC Defeat
Questioned about grades, Nov. SO—The long dormant ance companies, real estate the North, according to Eaton,
Luce recalled that the highest Commitee Organized to Defend firms, <;nd Civil Service auth- possessed a fine sense of com- Bennett reported that the
mark he liad ever given was Equality (CODE) rose phoe, orities. He suggested that stu mand. "They were great'lead- Administration was upset over
an 85. He called 65 "a first nix-like today when it sent a dents investigate such condi- ers." Their almost mystic local- the decision, but "there was .
ism, their tremendous loyalty! no reason to be," Bennett said,
class mark" and a -75 ex- protest telegram to the maysr tions.
to their regions, their "very "because it was an action of
tremely distinguished". Then of McCoomb, Miss., concernDisseminate Information
he said that the passing grade ing Wednesday's racial vio- Students should familiarize fine sense of family loyalty the fraternities through the
kinship" were all combined IFQ. The fraternities defeated
in the Classics' Department at lence there. themselves with local condi and
i
Trinity Dublin was 40. Efe in- In a message to Mayor C. H, U^^xhZr^n^^J
characteristic sense ofit," he concluded, "not 'the
tends to mark slightly higher Douglas. CODL chairman John pointing out that CODE could
I IFC."
here.
Baker stated that his organi- perform a valuable service by "Such characteristics were Discussion was then directed
Professor Luce explains thit zation "expresses great con- disseminating information a- vestiges of a feudal society," to Ihe possibility of establish- .
siudents are allowed to take cern over the lack of police pro- bout abridgements of civil explained Dr. Eaton, who then ing a bigger. and better IFC
one elective in either of ttw'r tection for the Negro "Free- rights. He urged that the com- proceeded to give an example cup. It was suggested that the
(Continued on Page 4}
first two years, "to pay iir) dom Riders"
itrthe bus station mittee ,s>eek 'realistic and ef(Continued on Page 4)
service to the idea of general incident.1"
fective" action on discriminaeducation."
Baker referred to the beating tion problems.
All students take an 18-hour of five Negroes attempting to Chaiviiian Baker was enfinal exam., which, fortunately test a desegregation order at thusiastic about CODE's revifor them is given in three days. the bus terminal restaurant in val, stating that he was both
Amo.Bg the indignities Mr McCoomb. It is' alleged thdt surprised and impressed by the
Luce feels Trinity Dublin men police did not arrive on the tumoul for tne meeting. He
•i-y-The annual Campus) the Albert Schweitzer
must submit to in their first scene until five minutes after expressed hopes that "as the Chest: ;lrive
was launched toin Haiti, Operation
two years, is a sort of a bed- the "Freedom Riders" had been group becomw active more stu- day with a goal set at $10,000, al
roads Africa, the National
check every night. The Junior pommeled by H mob of whites. dents will become interested in Nearly 100 canvassers will sat- Service and Fund for .Negro.
Dean calls the roll at 9 p.m.
Suggestions Presented j
urate the campus from now Students, the Greater Hartford,
it."
curfew four nights a week, and -, The icsolution to send the Bake.- presented- plans for until Dec. 14,
Community Chest, the Greater
at midnight tne other throe protest was passed at a meet- organizing other schools in trie Canvas Chief Bob MacLeod Hartford Cerebral Palsy Asnights.
attempting to reactivate area. He intends to recruit outlined Hie operation and sta- sociation, and Athens College.
DEC. 2—The d e p r e s s a d j faced were generally more dic-.ize is thai both teams are given Women can visit in men's' ing
the Committee which was such institutions as the Univsr- ted that each canvasser had At a smoker last Thursday,
feeling which usually accom- ficult that those asked of the an ail day drill, involving the rooms only until 7p.m., and formed last year. In oilier bus- sit-y of Hartford and Hartford been assigned students in var- canvassers heard K. Brook.
ious entry ways and fraterni- Anderson of the World Uni-.
panies defeat was general'y men from Bates, a situation use of mieropnones. and butt- then oriy \vith permission iness, Stone Coxhead present- Seminary to tne movement.
worse, men can't visit ed a number of suggestions for
ties. Other men have been as- versify S e r v i c e , Alexander
absent as Trinity pondered its determined solely by luck. He ers, before the actual broad^ What's
in women's rooms at all. Pro- CODE action against discriminsigned to contact, the faculty,Mourelatos of Athens College,-,
loss on ihe G. E. College Bowl went on to say .that one group cast- Although Trinity did not fessor Luce says that the 7 ation in the Hartford area.
administration, and non-resi- and Trinity Vice-president Alof
quetions
dealing
with
music
win any of these .practice ses- o'clock rule isn't too strictly Coxhead, who has been worklast Sunday. "
dent students. This streamlined bert Holland discuss various
,: ing on discrimination proolerns DEC. 4—Trinity's. Glee Club operation, he said, will cut aspects of the fund drive.
Dr. Eugene Davis stated that was so difficult that a leading sions, it came close at una enforced, though.
the men who participated had New York disc jockey said he point. Beacuse of this, Miller The architecture of Trinity in the urea for some time, said tiwels to Pine Manor Junior down on duplication and con- Explanatory material from
done a good job. The major would not have been able to stated jiat Bates actually _h3d in Harti'ord reminds Luce of that student groups Could be College, Wellesley, Mass., next fusion.
each charity is now on disScottish Universities, helpful an testing the policies of Sunday for a joint concert. The Campus Chest has pub- play-in the library lobby. Thr
answer them.
trouble probably lay in ths
no great advantage in having several
although Trinity Dublin is local motels, hotels, barber The public is invited to attend lished a pamphlet for general display will remain there un-;
fact that the opponents front The team's basic obstruction,
straight Georgian. One thing shops, and lestaurants. He the concert, at 8:15 in the distribution to acquaint the til the end of the canvass perBates College had more prac- Miller 'elt, was its lack of ahad previous practice.
tice. Tlieir team had partici- thoroughly well-rounded know- The contest ended with a the two Trimtys have, in com- stated that students .could par- Bardwell Auditorium.
campus with the activities of iod.
pated in the College Bowl hp- ledge diid the fact that Baits score of 205-149 in the favor of mon, though iis a .•playing ticipate in boycotts and pick-; Two choruses from tile Lent- the seven charities supported The Chest finale "'ill take
Bates.
Howevet,
Trinity
beneetting
against
discriminatory
field.
• - . - • •
en section of Handel's Messi- by the 1961 drive, Chairman place December 14. Gifts from:
fore; h=ilf of its members had relied more on teamwork thrui
1
ah, Behold The Lamb and Hal- Robert Mason has announced. Slossberg, Henry Miller, the"
on one individual as it had in fited from a five hundred •io - Aside, from the architecture, groups, . *
been on .last June.
Charities Listed
One of the. Trinity content1' its previous appearances. _ lar scholarship grant and: Lie bed checks, Iti hour long final Coxhead also pointed out lelujah Chorus, as well as
English Shop, and Bonnie
ents, Anrly Mirer, felt that the Miller mentioned t h a t o>ie publicity which a nation wide exams, grades, tradition, size that area Negroes -are often Christmas ' selections will be Slated for Chest receipts are Booter will b*a raffled off durprogram
offer's.
(Continned on Page 4)
• -.. the World University Service, ing the finale,
discriminated against.by insur-i performed.
*
bonus questions which the team, thing most people do not 'real-.
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Edited by PETER FISH

Epidemic
Has apathy (the word which college newspaper,
find irrestistable in describing deserving college communities) infected that reputed bastion of Trinity campus life, the fraternity system? Two recent attempts
by the fraternities themselves to reinvigorate fraternity spirit would indicate that the system is indeed
ailingThe first of these attempts to stem the apparent
decline came last week from the IFC in the form of a
magnificent fraternity cup to replace all the little individual cups presently in existence (place of residence
not always known). The award would be made on the
basis of an evaluation system with points given to each
house for ts showing in such fields as the IFC sing,
bridge tournament, soap box derby, stunt night, intramurals and scholarship. The logic behind this new symbol of achievement is that it will increase participation
and boost the overall fraternity morale- (One is reminded of the old tale about the donkey and the carrot.) In addition, we might add that one gargantuan,
nearly-impossible-to-lose cup will make the difficult
IFC task of overseeing fraternity life much less involvedWe cannot avoid also noting how effectively
Trinity's fraternities have bolstered themselves against
the true threat to the fraternity system—maturity, not
apathy .as is presently diagnosed.PearP-Harbor; New Paragraph In Human Annals?
The cup creation, vastly out of proportion to the
demands of college life, will provide a grandiose diversion to occupy the minds of the campus leaders in the
!Alice-in-Wonderland world of Trinity's adventuresome
IFC
. The second attempt to immunize the fraternity
system against imminent maturity was dealt in the
ificant event when: the first with nis general theme that
form of doses of hazing medicine which proved to be
BY &EOBGE F. WILL
bomber took to the air to drop the,air power may either end
unexpectedly bitter to pledges to whom it was givenThhis medicine proved so unpalatable that the Dean The attack on Pearl Harbor, which a nation might conquer an explosive on a soldier and war or end civilization."
the twentieth anniversary «f and die. For all men, the sweet his gun.
was alarmed by the effects. Giulio .Douhet is the
which will be marked Thurs- aloofness was t a k e n away,
A ]Bit Fancier
Done from the air this mur- thinker who had the dubious
We of the Tripod have seen this infectious day,
y is often considered one never to be returned."
Mocked Image
der was a bit fancier than had distinction or expounding in
maturity, to which Trinity has so far been immune, of those historic m o m e n t s
Mr. Rosenthal continues:
it been accomplished by toss- discriminate Killing as a docspread through many parts of the nation. Perhaps this which,begins a new paragraph "Academically,
a man might ing a hand g r e n a d e into a trine of air war:
in human annals.
:
is why we are preoccupied with thoughts of deathknow that ships could be !1e- trench or an arrow over a well.

Air Age: Not Just Soldier vs. Soldier

The Sunday silence of that
Pacific base was shattered two stroyed by aerial bombardment As long as. those persons murdecades ago in a grand man- but who could really believe dered were soldiers, airborne
ner. Bat that had been the that this sight of glory could or grenadeborne or arrbwiborne
shrill, lEverbei-ating silence of ,be smashed in minutes? Until death was an "orthodox" arid
the last hours of another Cold 7:55 a.m. men still inwardly therefore, I suppose, "moral"
relied on an image of power military maneuver.
War.
Pearl Harbor was a culmin- that, unknown to them, nad
I "do not want to indicate thnt
ation of events, b u t it was become a mockery."
the day of the Hiroshima bomb
a mid-paragraph exclamation
Mr. P-osenthal is correct in; was a 'day the world changed
point. It was neither the begin- saying that the w o r l d was forever." It is. certain that bening nor the end. It was just changed. At Pearl Harbor the fore the morning of August fi,
the cold turning hot. It v*as harsh realities of our intimate 1945, soldiers were consciously
also a deterrent that didn't. planet overwhelmed and bank- fighting persons who were not
Imposing Title
rupted the last vestiges of soldiers.
A. M. Rosenthal, New Yprk "Fortreis America" isolation- What might be called "indisTimes correspondent, discussed ism.
criminate war1 is not a phenthe significance of Pearl Haromenon peculiar to the Nuclear
Not New
bor in an article in yesterday's
But the attack on the base Age. It is primarily peculiar
magazine section. His article was not, as Mr. Rosenthal in- to and , a product of the Air
bore the imposing title "The dicates, an awesome new ap- Age.
.. '
Day, tha World Changed For- proach to the wielding of powChurchill Speak
ever."
»
This is the- conclusion that
er.lt was not really a precursor
Winston Churchill reached m
Mr.' Rosenthal describes in to the Hiroshima bomb.
this way the changes wrought
The attack was just another a speech to the House of Comso suddenly:
step of progress in man's per- mons on March 14, 1933, when
"The world changed because, fecting :echniques of throwing he said:
"I agree with what I imagine
with the lockstep of. history, military might at the military
the first Japanese b o m b be- might of his opponent. The were his feelings w h e n ha
came the Hiroshima bomb, the Hiroshima bomb' was the act {Stanley Baldwin) wished 'th^t
death nf the battleship age Vtd of throwing military might on neither areopianes nor subto the birth of the nuclear a^e women, children, groceries and marines had ever been invent. . . arii most of all because a •future generations while hitting ed. I am. sure they, have both
world in which a nation might also, almost coincidentally, the been deeply determental to the
special- interests and security
be defeated and suEvive be- opponent's military might.
came inexorably a world in ' I do not thir,k it was asign- of this island; and I agree also

Campo-Lauds Torrieri ,
Sees Grace Of Spirit

BY DK. MICHAEL It. CAMPO able of any cerebral operatirn.
Associate Prolessor Of Modern She is truly a w i d o w , tte
widow, of' a living man.
languages
Diana Torrieri, a distinguishMany Subtleties
ed Italian Actress last Friday Within this rrame lay many,
evening treated a large ap- subtleties which were delicatepreciative audience i n the ly exploited by Miss Torrieri'1!
Washington Room to an un- deft interpretation. The transusual dramatic program.
formation from mood to mood,
Miss Torrieri revealed : sad, comic, buoyant, weary,
alertness and. grace of body was beautiful!;, rendered. We
and spirit and a remarkable are reminded of the universalversatility of talent in her pro- ity of the dramatic arts; there
gram of narrative, lyrical, an3 were some in the audience with
•dramatic renditions.
a limited knowledge of Italian,
Apparently, language was no but Wiio felt the expressive
.barrier t o the cosmopolitan power of this splendid actress
audience which s e e m e d to and who understood the torgrasp ail the nuances of Miss ment of the character she was
g
i senitive interpreta- portraying. Most spectatois,
Torriefi's
nowever, grasped all the nution.
ances oi her portrayal and
'Brought By Cesare
Responsible for bringing this responded w a r m l y and enrare example of theatrical cul- thusiastically.
ture to the community was the The, program also provided
Cesare Earbieri Center of Ital- a wide . range of poetry from
the classical Greek of Sappho
ian Studies.
As Director of the Barbieri and Pavese; from the learned
C e n t e r , I was particularly patriotic ode of Carducci, the
gratified to note the striking religious poem of Riike, to the
indication in Italian language tender, sentimental verse of
and culture. Furthermore, the Gozzano. Perhaps the highlight
tinues to hinder Trinity's otherlarge audience of the Hartford of this part of the program was
wise spotless program of progthe L a t i n poem Iragete, o
community 'and; Trinity stu- Veneres by
ress.
-...-,.
C a t ull u s. Here
dents (over 200 turned on';)
again,
language
proved
no
ba~In
all
good
faith,
I would
will certainly encourage us to
To the Editor:
,.
not allow my son to attend my To the Editor:
organize other events of this •rier to the dramatic art. Hei
The Alumni Association of Alma Mater, where the color Those fraternities that supdiction, lovely intonations, and
nature.
accompanying pantomimic ges1
Half of Miss Torrieri's pro- tures were exquisitely eloquent the Brownell Club, holding its of his skin would automatically ported the recently defeated
annual meeting November 17
gram was the brilliant execu- to all spectators. .
disqualify
him
from
consideramotion
requiring all houses to
voted to go on record as suption of monologue delivered
tion
in
this
phase
of
the
social
publish
their discriminatory
porting the motion before the
within the framework or a one
I.F.C. that each fraternity list segment of his college life. It policies can still make a start
act play.
its prerequisites for member- is not so much he might want in that directipn.
Intelligent Analysis
ship. The undergraduate organ- to.be that closely associated I propose a simple but possi3La Vedova nera by Carlo
ization voted to concur in this with his ivhite fellow students bly, .effective .method.
Terron is an extremely intel
matter. Since its origin, the but he must have the peace of couldn't these fraternities publigent analysis of the state of
Brownell Club has maintained mind that he could, should he lish on their own their views
mind of a woman neglected Dy FREDERICK, .MD. — (IP)—
and distribute them to anyone
en intellectual husband; a study Only those grades below C a policy of clear presentation qualify otherwise. " .
of the transformation of re- will be reported for the semes- of the conditions for member- Obviously, there are great interested? About one-hundred
lations b e t w e e n a man avid ter grading period at Hood ship.
degrees of maturity found in mimeographed sheets, available
wife whose place in his life ins College. This new policy was
Craig B. Adams
the young men' continuously to the freshman class
gradually been u s u r p e d by adopted by the faculty originalSecretary to the-Alumni composing Theta X and Alpha serve the purpose. This would
f o r m u l a s , experiments, lec- ly in December, 1959. PreBrownell Club ••
Delta Phi, who. along with challenge the fraternities
tures, and honors. Before tne viously, all grades were issued
Q.E.D.,, voted for the above willing to publicize their polistroke which has rendered him at mid-term.
mentioned resolution. Some of cies' and inform the freshman
non compos mentis, his obscis
my warmest remembrances of class of the principle of at least
This, change of policy, to resion was the atom; his mind port only grades below the
undergraduate associations in- some houses. : •
was totally absorbed with its standard for
clude them.
"satisfactory"
C l e a r .fraternity
mysteries/ "You can always work, was issued to reduce To the Editor:
In a -larger sense, those would refute many
shoot your h u s b a n d ' s mis- some of the emphasis onj
whose thinking is represented ideas of Trinity as
tress," .she observes, "but.when grades; to save time in the of- It is indeed heartening to by the eight negative votes on tive. campus and place us
your rival is an atom—what do fice of the registrar; and to learn of the recent though fu- this matter will soon enter
the class of more liberal and
tile attempt by Peter Williams
you do?"
prevent instructors from hay- to require the printing of each various professions in a world modern colleges. These fraterExcluded earlier from his ing to classify grades too spe- fraternity's policy on pledging •three fourths colored. Perhaps, nities could take a
mind o c c u p i e d by scientH'ip cifically when evidence may be minority group members in the they will learn . then ~ — "no interests of honesty
street is an island."
speculation, she is now expiat- incomplete as to the student's Freshman Handbook. Unfortulightenment.. V : .
f
ed because it is empty, incaii- ability.
Ralph F. Davis, '53
James
,Inately, ".Vernon' Street" «m-

Douhei's Help
G o r d o n Turner, describing
Douhet's contribution, says:
"For Douhet.. . . the purpose
of gaining command of the air
was to shatter civilian morale
by bombing urban centers. T°rrbrization- of civilians wou d
compel them to sue for peac».
Thus, for Douhet . . . command of the air was sufficient
in itself.'"
The attack on Pearl Haracr
was not a significant event in
military history. Soldiers had
been killing their •uniformed
counterparts for a long time.

Maria Luisa Faini
Maria Luisa Faini, an Italian
pianist, will give a recital Tuesday evening at 8:15 p.m., in the
Washington Room. The proceeds of this, program, sponsored by the Brownell Club,,
will be donated to the Campus
Ch
Chest.

THE ASPECTS of the Student Center Auditorium at
Yale is gold. A speaker on the stage is dwarfed by the
massiveness and the grandeur of it- He stands beneath
six huge hanging lamps and the mammoth pipes of the
Student Center organ.
Perhaps the pipes are not real. Perhaps the lights are
a mundane 300 watts. Perhaps the gold is a mere millimeter of Pittsburgh paint But it is a beautiful room and
occasionally great men are heard there.
It is an arbitrary thing, this bestowal of epithets on
men. And a grim fact it is that there is the single bestowal, and then the long stream of avowals. The closest we
avowers can come is an unfaltering faith in the validity of
the epithet.
•THOMAS STEARNS ELIOT — poet, playwright, *ritic —
was beknighted by the lovers of his craft at an early age.
A crowd of followers were at Yale University Thursday
night to reiterate its approval and to justify it, perhaps,
with an hour-long glimpse of the man whose words it had
seen but whose face it had not.
• And standing before the audience, he unwittingly convinced those who had forgotten that T. S. Eliot was more
than a name, that he was in fact a human entity, whost
mind contained recognizable foibles of human judgement
and whose plight included the sad fact of immortality. For
we \end to forget that the marble dais on which the man
stands is, if striven after, not self-constructed, and that
the decree of. deathlessness" which Eliot has earned is, al»
though of strong stuff, not invulnerable. A cruel vulnerability it lias: the vulnerability of a balloon slowly rising
above the trees, watched by a mixed crowd of onlookers,
sympathizers and archers. And who knows-r-maybe a bad
bowman will convince us all with a lucky, blind shot. And
who has forgotten that Eliot is himself an archer?
Eliot read a prepared speech about his critical essays. Notable is the fact that he spoke about them, not on them. He
cited certain specific works Che was amazed, he said, on
rereadirtg his essay on Pascal, how much- knowledge he had
about him at the time), praised certain authors (he calleA
Hawthorne a "great man"), faintly derided D. H. Lawrence, and suitably betrayed the illusion of his infallibility
as a critic.
"THERE ARE STATEMENTS with which I no longer
agree and statements the meaning of which I no longer
understand," he said."There are errors of judgment . „. errors of tone and1
taste," he continued, speaking of his days as a "mild mannered man firmly entrenched behind his typewriter."
He spoke of his irritation of having 40 years old works
treated by readers as if they were written yesterday.
• HIS FIRST CRITICISM, he said, was done in the English publication The Egoist, of which he became • a subeditor during World War I. He was given books to read,
he said, and he wrote about them. He has also written in
the Atheneiim, and still occasionally contributes . to the
London Times Literary Supplement.
In the first minutes of his lecture he spoke of the
general field of criticism. Citing three distinct types of
critics: the professional, the unsuccessful author, and the
author-critic. He mentioned Johnson, Coleridge and Arnold
as the well-known literary figures in the third category,
and glancing into his notes, said, "Into this group I shyly
wish to intrude."
Eliot noted the archetypal flaws of his youth: confidence, hyper-enthusiasm, indignance, and sureness of truth.
HE WENT ON TO SAY that we, as readers of criticism, must do the author the justice of placing his works
accurately in the "context of his age."
"I cannot reconstruct the conditions under which I worked," he said. "How much less, then, can a-future critic reconstruct them?"
Speaking, of his influences, he said that Shakespeare
had-not swayed .him nearly as much as a number of minor
Elizabethan dramatists. The figure who had had the
greatest influence on him. he said, was the Victorian
Frenchman Jules Laforgue, whose works he imitated in
some early poems. The metaphysical poets, notably John
Donne, had also been an inspiration to him, he stated.
HE GLIDED INTO the contemporaries, alluded to
Hardy (better to have never written 'about him, he said),
and. came to a halt before the garland-littered, stone-strewn
doorstep of D. H. Lawrence. He said that his opinion of
Lawrence wavered between "dislike, boredom and admiraation." He1 called the attempt last year to ban Lady Chatterly's Lover a "deplorable blunder," but went on to say
that the work, at the trial at Old Bailey in London, was
defended as being morally valid and not a great work of
art.
"But," _he said, commenting on Lawrence's noble experiment, " . . . human nature needs a few unprintable
words."
. . . . " .
Eliot went on to say that he had the most confidence
in his essays -written about writers that had personally influenced him. These, he thought, were his best essays.
His later works, he concluded, "were influenced by
• greater wisdom and humility, if inspired by less fire and
enthusiasm."
'
"By JOHN CHA.TFIE&D
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Kenne
Or
Blasts'
Says Civilization Will Survive Nuclear

ar

by Myron Rosenthal

If he says 'I'd rather have everybody red than everybody tic
difference
in the last three
kinds of wars . . . Basically and some suspicion, and civil defense is no different than anyl
: :1 1 J!
1:
dear! ' that's a perfectly reasonable position and I hold it to+the
— ~
- -defense
~
—
- -'- *-^"- »-—•--- - • thing else.
civil
program —
which
is curently
being —
proposed
! myself
In other words the human race is a value in it-to the administration is a program which works best in the
Another type of "either-or" comment I hear in discussion
i self, society is a value and if that were the choice, I would I situation in which he hits, cities and tries to destroy them.
is either you work on peace or you work on war.
I think it's important to understand that in any human
I m a sense cave in.
j
In adttion to the various casuaHy difference, Kahn spoke
is no particular reason why it should be the choice, j at leng^ht about after-effects of a war which have to be exam- affair you have not only a first priority objective but a second,
i the near, future, maybe never. There is no parti- j ined in order, t-b predict the history of a country when the a third, a fifth, and a tenth. When you build a house, you are
trying to get shelter, but you are also trying to get light, a
blast extremist vipw • n \ \ °l T h u i k
proceeded to !ctn>lar reason why the question should be phrased that way. j war is over,
place to entertain . . . it is complicated, and international reside as "re- • might be everybody blue or dead, everybody white or dead,
Jecting all the possibilitis''
S
lations are just as complicated.
everybody American or dead.'There are lots of ways of phrasing this questioh, and even more important, it is not a reasonI would put civil defense down until the third or fourth
The first effect which people are most worried about is
Citing the five types of nuclear war, Kahn, the
i e author of able estimate of the choices that are available to ou at least
or fifth priority, which means it is right there at the top, and
recent
shfw.fcv*.
"«„
TI,,
-.„,._
„'.
..
'
"
*««uor
01
the
genetic
efefct.
They
read
that
every
ime
yout
explode
a
: the recent shocker "On Thermonuclear War" and ™ a r w a r not in the immediate future."
large nuclear weapon in the Pacific, you may give 10.00C I am shocked by the number of people, technical and lay
^Ti^JT^J'Vr?'«** «»t "»•*» aboutWl»
To show the range of possibilities concerning the outcome people bone cancer and leukemia who might otherwise no1 experts, who are against any attempt to alleviate the conyears
}r e
1 9 6 1 W e l S (iiX
of a war because they feel this is a diversion from
fet• at
f least
fU *consumer
° I e goods.)"
°
° f a n u c I e a * w a r a s ^ ^ n s t * » "either-or» attitude of "red have gotten it, and you may injure 100,000 unborn children. sequence
the
of living;r for
the
main
effort.
It is as if a man who is buying insurance is
or
dead"
advocates,
Kahn
detailed
the
five
types
of
wars,
Let me talk about the major defects, blindness, idiocy,
are excerpts from Kahn's speech.
classified according to their target systems, wheih are now club foot, etc, which are not correctible by medical science making a mistake because he may drive more- recklessly, or
The thing which actually touched off the thought of this studied at the Rand Corporation and the Hudson Institute.
in. any case he is not concentrating on surviving.
and represent a human tragedy in the most extreme form
to be a reasonable title for a talk on an evening like this on a
The self fulfilling prophesy has one other aspect worth
.
.
.
a
live
defective
child.
subject like this is a remark that C. P. Snow made in January
You may have, in things we study, two to four million mentioning. You might call it the magical aspect. Many peoOi this year to the American Academy of Science in which
children a year born with these defects. This is American chil- ple have the notion that if you build shelters, you will have
n made a statement which was widely repeated . . . that he
dren
I am talking about now who would not otherwise have to use them, in the same way that many women will avoid
felt that in the enxt 10 years a nuclear weapon would explode
been defective. .That's-a kind of startling large number. It an examination for cancer for fear they have it. This is a very
is oss WP had an immediate nuclear arms control. That is.
reaction, and I would argue that most of the viseither ~& test suspension or a total disaster, and he went on to
could and should take your breath away. But let me give you standard
reaction against this kind of preparation has to do with
sa\ that between a ct-itaiiity of disaster and a possibility of
some other large and startling numbers. Currently about four ceral
magical level of thinking rather than the analytcal prop\disaster,.. a sane mar. doesn't hesitate.
per cent of the children, are born with such defects, and the the
t.
hesy
I just mentioned. It's the same kind of "either-or" thinki numbers I just mentioned are an extra one or two per cent. ing like
C. P. Snow,5 as most of you are probably familiar with
"we're at peace, why do we worry about war-like
him , is a reasonably distinguished scientist, distinguished novI think it should be quite -clear that big as those numbers things?"
•
.
V-.
are,
they
don't
stop
history
or
change
the
quality
of
life
.
.
.
t
who speaks with soma 'authority in both worlds,
Kahn summed up Iiis stand thus:
they are livable in some sense.
eral a very intelligent, urbane" person.
All of these topics have the same basic point, of view. If
The first time I mentioned such numbers, that one or two vrou phrase the problem between a very unpalatable possibility
per cent of the children might be born with such defects .
and an impossible one, you are not going to do very much proone woman got up and she said 'I don't want' to live in your ductive work. You have to phrase these problems in a comI was rather startled by the speech and it set me thinking
world in which one per cent of the children are born defec- plex way. There are many, many choises, many possible outhow often it is reasonable to think in terms of blacks and
tive.' I then pointed to a chart which said that the normal was comes, and we're trying to find a way through this maze,
whites . . .' It is very easy to adopt one view or another ignorfour per cent and said, 'You have a problem, lady.'
and it's almost never a simple "either-or" situation.
ing all the possibilities in between. Unless we understand the
The point, is that if you hadn't known what you can live
total range of alternatives and possibilities that are available
with, you would never realize you could live with it. That is.
today, it seems to me most unlikely that we will somehow
if you had never had a. defective child in the history of the
sntvp the problems which we face . . . ar,d if we are going- to
world, and you were told that by an act of the government
try to influence these events, that is, to do things on our own,
or by somebody that four per cent of the children would be
to study, make recommendations, adopt policy, vote, discuss,
born with serious defects, you would find that most people
we will not be able to do this, in a rational way unless we unHerman Kahn is a soft spoken, good natured, would find it inconceivable that they could live in that world.
derstand that_the range of choices is in fact complex.
I wish to make, clear a way in which I tend to differ from Santa Claus-shaped physicist and mathematician who They would feel just like this woman. The medical, the moral,
what you might think is the standardjeither-or' school. That if with a keen sense of humor, describes possible nu- the emotional, the economic costs would just look too high But
you had a blow-up, i do not think it will be the end "of history. clear eventualities with millions'of, casualties with you live in that world today, and unless you have been personally affected, you will, by and large, not notice, it.
Usually the view which C. P. Snow was -just expressing was an air of hope for the futurethat unless you signed the particular treaty he was advocating
_ I was once testifying before a congressional committee
He is 39, a native of Bayonne, N- J- During
that evening, it actually was certain that the end of the world World War II, he served in the U- S- Army. He holds trying to make this point and I said that war is horrible, but
will come.
•\
'
a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of peace has its horrors too, and the kind of horrors we are talkT H
Let me start with the impact of a thermonuclear war. The California and a Master of Science degree from ing about today are the same as the norrors of peace, only
more so. In trying to get some orientation as to the ability, of
usual image is displayed in the movie "On the Beach" . . . In California Institute of Technologysociety to survive such horror, it's perfectly reasonable to
this movie, a war starts out accidentally' in the northern hemHe s"pent 13 years with the Rand Corporation, a compare the horror of war with the horror of peace and see
isphere, in the year 1963, is fought to a finish in the northern
hemisphere, everybody is killed, and later that year everybody j research organization financed by the U- S- Air how much worse it is. That was widely quoted to the efect,
Force- He has been a staff member of the Center of ''scientist says that peace is horrible" and they stopped it
in the southern hemisphere dies.
there.
The picture has many technical inaccuracies in it and its International Studies at Princeton UniversityHe now has his own "think" factory, the Hudbasic notion is wrong, at least for wars in the early '60's . . .
and within the first six months I found only three reviews son Institute Inc-, formed in July, located near White
•which challenged it. All the reviews said 'yes, this is what a Plains, N- Y.
.
.
Kahn then stated firmly that humanity can and will surwar would be like' and then they asked themselves whether j
vive a nuclear holocaust.
The
Institute
has
received
three
study
contractsthe acting was good, or the writing, but they accepted the genMost people who look at this problem believe that with
The first considers methods of fighting modern wars
eral theme.
reasonable preparation, and maybe without, you should be able
and ending them with treaties (from Mitre Corp-, to
exist for at least two years on food stocks that are availMIT's think factory) the second considers strategy able today, you should be able to. roughly reorganize the
and civil defense (from the Stanford Research In- country in about six months so that it is functioning in a
The Soviets saw the picture too; it played for one day
in Moscow . . . as a special showing for senior Soviet officials, stitute, another factory), and the third analyzes the reasonable fashion, • in about a year people should be living
at a standard of. living for at least consumer goods, not inand their reaction was quite different. They first of all asked structure of decision making (from IBM-)'"We will also accept contracts from the govern- cluding housing and durables, roughly equivalent to 1920-1930
themselves what is it in Western man which causes him to
levels, and within about ten years that you restore 1960
dwell on these world destruction themes. Why does he think ment," said Kahn, "but not constraints."
and talk this way all the time? There must be something morKahn has served as consultant to the Oak Ridge levels.
From the grim alternatives of nuclear war, Kahn turned
bid about him, something wrong.
National Laboratory, a research center of the
The second thing which startled the Soviet audience even Atomic Energy Commission while studying the re- his attention to civil defense and stated his preference for a
more was at the end of the picture the Australian government lationships between weapons and strategy at Rand- "modest" program beginning at one billion dollars a year and
building up to five billion over a period of years.
issues piUs to all the Australians in order that they might die He has been an advisor to Pratt and Whitney Air- gradually
quietly rather than through radioactivity. . . They said, 'how craft Division of United Aircraft Corporation, the He then cited the negative thoughts about such proposals.
One of the major arguments against such civil defense
come Western man .can die this easily? Why doesn't he fight.'
programs has to .do with the fact that they are provocative.
Soviet man would have dug a cellar, gone to the South Pole, Boeing Company, and the Radio Corporation of 'Again,
this is an example of the kind of "either-or" thinking
taken a submarine, he would 'have done something. Sure the I America.
Kahn is best known for his recent book "On I am talking about, this notion which people have that either
scientists said you can't live, but they've been wrong before'.
of self fulfilling prophesy notion . . .' this is the notion that
and they may be wrong again. Why the acceptance of this i Thermonuclear War" published by Princeton Uni- everybody
to be a hostage to total annihilation or there
fate?'
* • versity Press- President's Kennedy's civil defense will be no has
stability in deterrents.
Kahn continued by examining the "total annihilation" a* j porgram is said to be based on Kahn's central ideasAnoher objection people have in civil defense is- a sort
tltude which people tend to have when-thinking about a nuif you act hostile and suspicious to somebody, he will notice
The first we refer o as at 'counter value system.'^ The it and in turn act hostile and suspicious to you; you Will
^
havl" recently written a book . . . The most widely quoted enemy destroys the things which you value most, usually notice that and be more hostile and suspicious to him; he
phrase in the book is an interesting one from the point.of people and property. It is very easy for most people to believe will notice and confirm it and you will both keep confirming
i h t 'speech.
h I made the statement that if you had that the enemy would choose a 'counter value system.' After each other, the hostility and suspicion will build up to a very
v«w off tonight's
view
a nuclear war even though the world would be more hostile all, 'he's mad at me, he's trying to destroy me, he's after me.' high level, and (possibly) your violence is there. There is no
to human life for maybe 10,000 years, objective studies indi- This is not really reasonable because actually in a modern question that the self fulfilling prophesy occurs both between
cate that it would rot be so hostile asto.preclude normal war civilians and property are no longer military targets. In individuals and between nations.
happy lives as to survivors. The crucial words there a r e , ob-World War II, the civilians and their property were very lm- j
I have told a story many times when talking about this
Opening a can of Schlitz
Jrtfw studies indicate' and 'preclude.' The editor pleaded with portant. You drafted people, you
. ?I was discussing a friend of mine who is an embezzeler.
youi| ^
vbu produced war goods, you
me to take out the term normal and happy. He said 'why'don t
beer.
morale.
In
the
war
of
the
future
which
is
likely
I
At
the
time
of
the
story
he
was
under
indictment
for
the
third
you put lives of some use to the survivors,' and then thought had to
„„•„„ to
+„ be
i_ drafting
^ , f h w anybody,
«,™wi,7 time. I asked
him why
why he does it. It is immoral and it's in.you are not. going
to be short
efficient. . . ; . He looked me right in the eye and said, 'I can't
And on April 14?
of 'decent and useful lives.'
you're not going to be training anybody, you're not goin to help it. People trust me.'
be producing an military goods, and you're not going to have
Schlitz again. At the
NOV. 30 — Herman Kahn
advisor of the Hudson Institute
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Kahn told of the many objections this phrase received significant part in the war effort, and therefore if the man o n " * * * * ^ • • • • * •
» » • that
• • • either you have to have a
People have the notion
He tsated he received more than 50 letters from indignant the other side aims his efforts a t the cities, he is in some
And:—let me guess—
total trust in the Soviet Union or a total hostility. That's not
sense wasting, his
. , bombs.
,
ii i
*
i
i
„ v,+ the way things are, or they should be. It is like anything else
m
JL BUUK. . uuu«»«— why the psychonalysts are jmgry.
on April 15?
The next
of war
we call
a 'counter
value plus
count• deaJ ^
*
YQU h a v g
People don't live normal and happy lives now, why should
force.'
Thekind
counter
force
means
he is trying
to counter
write contracts, you trust your treasurer, at least I do, but I
Ditto. Big fraternitythey lead them post war?
your strategic bases, your SAC bases, missile bases, sub- have an accountant, I trust my wife . . . and I really do. Bpt
nmi,,
I think the other people are angry because of an equally marines, anything he can get which might hurt him. This is you tend to have very ambiguous relations, in other words.'
house party.
natural phenomenon which has to do With people^ attitude the kind of an equal effort between the both, This is the
This hostility and suspicion we have with the Soviet Union
Schlitz keeps you brightIt toward grief and emotion. Imagine a woman who has lost h a more usual picture ofthe war. Because it is so common, it w a s n o t created by our imaginations working overtime. It is
only child . . . , that's the eBd of the world-so far as sb , may be the only
l which
h i hoccurs if wehhave a war.
! based on some fairly solid facts. It is perfectly correct that
eyed and busy, eh?
concerned. And you walk up to her and say look after
our own hostility and suspicion create some on then: side but
force.'.The
attacker
i
'
t
h
e
s
t
r
a
g
h
t
years you will be laughing at jokes . . . I don t think
Nope! Men who know beer
concentrates all his effor otn strategic bases and just ignores that is the way the world is. There is no system you can have
WomarTwill thank you for that remark . . . she 11 be very a
the cities. If they happen to be -In the way, they are destroy- which is a feasible system if it will not live with some hostility
keep Schlitz busy. Making
ed. If not, they 'don't.
beer.
Very special beer.
The fourth we call the 'counter force plus bonus.' For
planninl this woman's future, it.is of, great importance to
some reason
or other, he tries to pick out as much civilian
What's so different about
understand-that the grief will heal.
-y _ _
damage1 as he can . . . he maximizes the damage against
hat
these
two
are
h
Schlitz?
I suspect that these two are the mam.; reasons f o r ^ . civilians without diverting his effort.
of total annihilation,
great 22£ v
t£tok
o k oof war as a kind
££v
h
t
The fifth is the 'counter force plus avoidance.' He deliberDeep, cool, kiss-of-the~
Two students from Trinity. solved: That the American
* that Kahn
no other
be thetaken
outcome.
nextpossibility
examinedcould
the stand
by many of the ! a t e I y aVOi(i civilian targets either because he may be moral
College
of
Cambridge
will
dpHigh
School
is
the
grave
of
hops flavor. You can taste
liberals rejecting- the idea that force has a role inh e m a y literally prefer to kill less people than more, or he
bate Tom Berger and Jack Ka American Greatness."
nation's
the difference!
want to use these people as hostages. He may want to
human affairs. left the liberal side, one of the great objec-j may
^y* <j avoi(jed your cities, if you hit my cities, I'll hit yours.' pouch oil the moral issue of the
Communist threat.
Let's try it!
The Atheneum Society is
SEE
OUR
ASSORTsponsoring the • debate which
I thought you'd never ask.
The amount of casualities in these different circumstances | wi:>l be held 8:15 p.m. in the
MENT
OP
VINYL,
Pick
me up. We'll have.
are incredibly different. In a war in the early 60's wheih. was Chemistry Auditorium.- Ths
CCambridge team will take ths
a
grand
opening!
LEATHER, C O V 'counter value,' they might kil lanywhere from 30 to 15 affirmative on the topic "Re
million people depending on what forces they had.
solved: This House would raERED ACCESSORannihilation o — — ^
^ ~ £ * £ If you read Newsweek, Times Magazine, the New York ther
wo.be Red than Dead.
ai tc* won't have to wary about detail- You don't have to:worry Times or other top secret sources, you will find that we cur- The dtbate chairman will be
I E S AVAILABLE
rently estimate the Soviets-to have 30 to 50 missiles, 150 Ions
about the
the possibility that a
a Avar "may ocur. you don't, have t o range bombers, a small number of medium range bombers Col. Reitmeyer, Publisher of
W I T H TRINITY
the Courant, trustee Off tthe |
worry about civil defense, you don't have to
. . .this would mean roughly 50 to 60. million*'people killed an Atheneum, and alumnus and!
J
possibility that you might save many lives you might prevent a 'counter value' war.
COLLEGE OR FRAtrustee' of the College. Pro-1
- « , „ „ „ - , , „ « uJght
by proper
i h preventt many genetxc efecf s b
cancers,
you
m
Iti
the
next
one,
'counter
value
plus
counter
force,'
these
f
jf-meritus'Dadoufian,
Atessor
** preparation if vour programs to prevent war fail, and so on.
TERNITY SEAL.
casualties may be cut by a factor of two. In the s l i g h t torney Egan, and Assistant j
f
' i f you reject these possibilities you simply say they are
counter force,' casualties might be down to 20 million. In a
Professor Neaverson will judge j
f~ stupid and forget about them.
. , , , 'counter force plus bonus.* they may go im another ten mil- the debate;
|
5
tA the final end of this particular spectrum is the redlion. In a -'counter force plus avoidance' thev may go down
This JS the fourth debate, of j
THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS
#F or dead' argument, and I don't mean by this that the argu- from anywhere from one to 20 mililon depending upon fallout this type sponsored by the
©1961 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwautea, Wis., Brooklyn, N.Y.,
k* ment is necessarily -wrong. I testified before a .congressional
Atheneum. In a debate with
»
Los Angeles, Cat., Kansas City, Mo., Tempa, Fla.
'.
llltr „„„„
** committee recently at which I madec the
comment which I- shelters and. the actual tactic. \
Cambridge
in
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I'd rather be' red than!
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e
a if
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Smith Lectures On Hegel
Cites Interest Renewal

Japanese Cultural
Foibles Discussed

-Editors Note: The .following own vi-w to be thf most
luate, which is that vmo'A
i h i
Feinschreiarticle is Robert F
are interrelated
Iber's interpretation of Prole; - and expei
syncredistic religions, conglomjsor "Stoutland-s Interpretation}} v.nA thit while reality JS uit*v
By LEON SHILTON
of Professor Smith's inter j ligible, tntre W no pure logw
NOV. 28-—"Japan has a pol- erations of various teachings.
I pretatlou oi Hegel's interprefci- [/• a p a 11 e of determining t l
itically s t a b l e government Thus you are sure to get into
'tion o£ reality in regards K)| nature
though SO per cent of the peo- heaven."
empiricism and rationalism. j Dr. smith a specialist In
ple are not in favor of the cur- Eleven Protestant churches
i NOV 29—Di. John Edw-n; American pnnosophy and tt»
rent government," Ivan Dor, have formed- one U n i t e d
Smith, Professor of Philosophy j philosophy oi religion, is chairnon, Methodist missionary min- Church oi Japan, having one
at'Yaie, spoke in the Senate!man of the Philosophy Departister in Japan for eight years, theology especially suited for
Room today .on the "Rene.v,.-! | nient at Yale,
tonight told the Christian Asso- the Japanese culture, Dornon
of'Interest in Hegel's Philos-i Dr. Smith is a graduate t.f
ciation. "They are content with said. The Protestants ana Roophy." The lecture was spun-! Columo'a, where later reccKPi
the present, government solely man Cath6lics work side by
sored bv the Philosophy Da-j his Ph. D. He received his B,0.
because there is no other rea- side without any antagonism.
lpartmenl • '
j from Uion Theological SemSnsonable alternative at this However, the Japanese Christime," he said.
,
! According to Dr. Smith, there i ary. D.\ Smith taught at Vai»
tian communities are quite ex'was much interest in Hegel's;sar and Barnard before coming
Mr. Dornon covered the pol- clusive. They have a great fear
I philosophy at the turn of th'j j to Yah.
itical, social,' and religious at- of foreigners and newly incorcentury but interest had since;
mosphere of Japan today. He porated Japanese Christians,
waned. Philosophers are noiv
concluded his talk with several because of the past history of
studying Hegel with renewed
experiences as an evangelist to Japanese converts.
interest at least partly because
students at the Japanese uni- Though Japan industrially is
versities.
they are interested in Schope- j
,imled from p
quite modern, its family and
c
THE PHYSICS DEPARTMENT has acquired a free fall hauer's criticism of his the- j ^
^ , n T h e o r y Ja
Commenting further on thecommunity life compares to
apparatus shown here being operated by Professor Robert
y
political situation, Dornon said j that of the European Middle Lindsay. It provides data for measuring acceleration as a ories, Smith added.
tt
jtice and the contributor to
In Light Of Insight
the Liberal-Democratic Party is I Ages with its three classes," Sunction of time and distance.
more
than 250 papers
the
Professor
Smith
s
a
i
d
neither liberal nor democratic Mr. Dornon pointed out. It is
and scientific
Three spectroscopes, six jolly balances, and a compara- present situation in philosophy ;
as evidenced, for example, by very difficult to speak to a
nales '
recent years Den
tor.,
are
among
other
recent
acquisitions
"in
an
attempt
to
the way. the "Security Pact with congregation of Japanese of all
can be understood if seen i n [
ditor-in-*i..£
upgrade the department." When asked which piece of Phys- the light of Hegel s insight. | T a-v l o r h a, sb e e n eScientist, the,
the
United
States
was
rushed-three
classes,"
he
continued,
o f t h e Am( rimn
Following in the series of j minister, has been profesor at
ics equipment is the most valuable, Professor Miller said:
, v f ; S o d e t o £ sig.
through the legislative ( body j since the orthodox manner of "Owe- most precious apparatus is the intellect of our stu- According to Hegel, there are,
Chapel Speakers that have in- ] Duke University and Princeton,
while the minority . Socialist [ speaking requires the indica- dents". Professor Kingsbury winked as iie said, "With an- t h r e e historically important ; ^ a - ^ Party was forcibly removed j tion. of class acknowledgement other machine, this (the free fall apparatus) costs the de- conceptions of reason. Different
UCK a
u xAmerican
i
c
s
l
lonese
and
philosophers have held differ"
"
"
!
"
,
7r
'
cal
Theology
at
Union
TheoloB
from the floor during that ses-jto be incorporated in the gram- partment. $700. We have seven more ef them in back."'
tiie preacner at College Ves-j l c a l
ent views on what reason can
mar
and
choice
of
words.
sion.
Dornon
expressed
the
bepers this Sunday at 5 p.m. wili|S
Seminary. He fs the auand can not prove. Their views
Commenting
on
the
students
lief
that
the
Socialist
Party,
be a Welch theologian. He is'thor of four books, and is Friman," Dr. Eaton replied, "Youj
are tied in with their doctrines
th" Reverend Professor' Wil- low of the New Testament more democratic than the Lib- in Japan, Dornon mentioned
(Continued from Page 1)
on the relation of logic to rs-j.1-1
make me think very highly of
the
unusual
problem
that
exSeminar,
University
of
Uppsaeral-Democratics
will
be
the
liam J_/nvit4
David Davies.
Aid.ill
ij'o.v i t c i He
J.J.1. received
i.i,i,v.n *.u
ilFC
purchase, or acquire free
party of the future.
ists on Japanese campuses. the North and make me want
his M.A. from Cambridge Uni-jla. Sweden.
Rationalists hold the highest]*""" &vitt, ? large cup to
Students
are
very
earnest
and
Spiritual
Vacuum
(Continued
from
Page
1)
which
versity, and his B.D. and D.D. The title of his Advent Serto live in the North."
*.-„_<-. of
„*..„„„„
~~Aassume!
.,„..„„.,.iawarded to that house wii
estimate
.reason and
torn the University of Wales. mon at 5 p.m. will be "From "In Japan, 60 per cent of the have high ideals, which cannot Professor D a n i e l G... B.rules and regulations, atmo- without question that it is cap • I wins the most points in the
people have no religion," Dor- always be met. Failure to
sphere tuition and several other
Dr. Davies, a Congregational Babel to Bethlehem."
non stated. "They are in a spir- achieve these goals leads to Thompson, a former student of minor differences, Professor able of determining the nature,
would be,1' said one memt>pr,
Dr.
Eaton,
organized
the
Mead,
jitual vacuum. Shintoism and the very high suicide rate with
Luce thinks that Trinity Col- of reality. Their view is that! "the most cherished cup on
lecture.
He
said
there
was
a
j Btfddhism are dead. Competing which, the Christian Church is
lege Dublin and Trinity Coi- ilogic add reality are perfectly! campus." The awarding of tnf
CHAPEL SCHEDULE
"double-barreled purpose" in lege Hertford are "more alike adapted to each other.
j with Christianity are the new trying to cope.
inviting Dr. Eaton to Trinity. than they are different".
The classical, empiricists rad-! CUP> another member said,
Monday—Friday, 10 p.m.—Advent Compline Services con4
"He
is
a
truly
outstanding
hisducted by members of the Junior Class in the Crypt
the old beliefs and taboos were torian and a fine representaChapel
shattered, that the southern tive of what I fear is a vanishTuesday, 8 a.m.—Senior Lay Readers: Jim Sweeney and
woman found the door opened ing type of Southerner — the
Dave Lee
to new freedoms, opportunities liberal. "And," a d d e d Dr.
pic,
and occupations.
Wednesday, 7:30 a.m.—Chapel, Holy Communion followed j (Continued from Page 1)
! ed that the matter be taken
Thompson," I feel that in some iousi Experience, and he hopes of reav.ty.
by a light breakfast
; of the strength of their sense The middle class of southern
Intelligible Reality
jback to the houses to be "talk.
£Q }nj-eres(- a j. leSiSl s o m e o f tils
Thursday and Friday, 11:30—Chapel, Talks by Br. Hans ] of honor:
ted in the ' stereotype," com- jupon as Trinity's contribution audienea in the studv of Greek. Professor Smith held Hegel's j ed over."
Frese
Young Southerner
to the Civil War Centennial."
A young Southerner from mented Dr. Eaton, was discov- Describing Dr. Eaton's reacered
"rather
recently
with
the
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT
Charlottesville was refused a
tion to Trinity, Dr. Thompson
1755 PARK ST.
of modern computors."
THRU DEC. 19th
dance by a young Southern aid The
• middle class was the explained, "He was very, very
!
AD 2-2421
belle who declared that he was j
•SEW ENG. PREMIERE
complimentary. And the fact
"elevated by wine." Afraid that j
that his wife is a graduate of
tainted, the
the e n d u r i
his honor had been tainted
. . t h e h a r d s t r o k e s o f Smith, I'm quite sure, brought
young lad requested a trial life," when
|
„,„,.«. back many old memories."
EXCLUSIVE
pragmaticwith the code of honor. The I ally, helped viewed
to put the middle
AND ONLY
code finally decided that the
(Author of "Rally Round The Flap, Boys", "The Many
HTFD- RUN
entire affair had risen out ofclass in a better position than
Lores of Dohie Gillis", etc.)
the "delicate sensitivity" of the that of the intellectuals.
'Blind Provincialism"
MON. • FBI. AX
youth in -question and that his I
7:00 - 9:25
"rudeness" was. not a result of! Although most of the later
his having imbibed too much, leaders of the South came from.
SAT-SUN
Oont,
Sj
but simply an expression o f i t h l s . class, it suffered from opej A t o t a ; o f $100 is at stake
. "HAPPINESS CAN'T BUY MONEY"
FROM 3 p.m.
v,ir. "natm'oi
natural imr,rf.meu,."
impetuosity. T'Viafmaior defect — "blind provin- m
in aarecently
recently anounced
anounced mural
mural
girl apologized, and thejaj[ | cialism." The southern middle- contest for the south wall of
FEAT. 2:00-4:30
• I have asked' the makers of Marlboro—an enterprising and
went home satisfied, honor in- c l a s s gentlemen, knowing no the Cave. A five man judging
j- ac {other "outsider" than the shy- committee, Mr. Taylor, Mr.
7:00 « 9:30
aggressive group of men; yet at the same time warm and lovable;
%ter
Y a n k e e
though not without acumen, perspicacity, and drive; which does
Pappas.
Mr.
Ferguson,
Mr.
ToHowever, a s the South slow"
ved&levs" w h o
, not, however, mask their essential great-heartedness:-a gualitymat, and Mr. Walker will aevident to all who have ever enjoyed the beneficence'of "their,..__ ly began to resist change, b e - money, suffered under numer- ward a first prize of S50, as
coming, more and.more static, ous misconceptions and danger- well-as aiiother S50 plus expenwares; I. refer, of course, to Marlboro Cigarettes, a smoke
and ^ e n t
fashioned with such loving care and tipped with such.an easyjses when the murals are comlonger stand.criticism,
drawing filter that these old eyes grow misty when I think upon
the northerner's pleted.
it—I have asked, I say, the makers of Marlbo'ro—that aggregate
A preliminary color design in
of
of shrewd but kindly tobacconists, that cluster of hearty souls
^
detail o" the scale of two inchtion that developed
bound together by the profit motive and an unflagging deteres per foot must be submitted
mination to provide a cigarette forever flavorful and eternally
commented Dr. Eaton. I t w a s j
jalso a gross
misconception. to the front desk in Mather
plcnsiyig—I have asked, I say, the makers of Marlboro whether
a generation of "bombastic,-,v
.,
.
Hall by 4 p.m., Friday, Dec
I might use today's column to take up the controversial question:
fanftic leaders" wno f o l l o w e d ; ^ s°nt*ef
f^ers'
Eaton
bued wlth a
ember 15. Judging will take
Should a coed share expenses on a date?
the pressures of their own sense' of™
honor, actually looked place on Sunday, December 17.
society.
"Yes.1' said the makers simply. We all shook hands then and
A more hopeful view of this upon their slaves with paternal- Entries can be in watersqueezed each other's shoulders and exchanged brave smiles,
'
generation
can be attained by istic compassion and firmness. color, tempera, or oil, but the
and if our eyes were a trifle moist, who can blame us?
The third class in the ante- final murals must be done op
j
"looking
at
the \vomen," exTo the topic then: Should a coed share expenses on a date?
bellum
caste system was the upson cbard or masonite. Fu>-;
plained Dr. Eaton, who does
I think I can best answer the question by citing the following
•ther information on the connot profess to be an expert on
typical case:
of southern society, test is available from either
modern woman. "However,
th ese
FROM THE CLASSIC NOVEL BY
Poseidon Nebenzal, a student at Oklahoma A.and M, majordo feel that I know enough |n tt a n dP^Ple
f rs e dpoor
in spi- M r, Pappas or Mr. Ferguson,
mmd
E t n not
ing in hides and tallow, fell wildly in love with Mary Ellen
MIGUEL de CERVANTESabout
the
women
of
the
ante'
.
^!
^
°
'
Flange, a flax weevil major at the same school. His love, he had
bellum South," he added.
necessarily m fmancml con-
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p3ren," Dr. Eaton said "is to read j
_
. nocesps-cpri J | forthcoming
ioruiuommg one-act
one-a« play
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and
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Highest
liams, who concerned herself;
Cultural Exchange Agreement with the Soviet Union.
Kating
ter in •* room to be announced J
with the married - women of, ^ s
Jf.Y. News
Southern society. Mrs. W i l - ; a e s c n b e s
by Director Nichols. The two i
liams found them to be unI and The plays;
Rule JayThe
Bertold
Breeht; "A" Masterjnot wait on anotherlabors
white" o r !°ne-aet
Exception;
Special Editorial. N.Y. Times
usual housekeepers, not careiandThe Apollo of Bellac by j piece of
•It is ironic that the Russians
ful at all, using "no system!"
j by Jean Giraudoux,
will
^
,
u-ill bs | Adventure,
In addition, the slaves were
should be the ones to film so
perfoornied February 9 and I Warmth andtoday
and
could
be
cherished
also untidy.
10. The first play is to be di- Humor"
handsomely in color and wide
6ut, said Dr. Eaton, "the |
rected
Ey
Peter
Fish,
the
secN.Y.
Her!
l
u
l
j
.
screen
as well as in ENGLISH
younger, unmarried women led He cited the high sense of ond by-Steven Cool.
Mon.-Fri. Open 6:30 p.m..'
the best A ersion of -this classic
honor,
the
"southern
hospitalia really fine life, .it seems to
The cne-aet p l a y contest j 90c 'til 7 p.m. Then §1.00
to date . . , You must see it."
me." He explained that the pic- ty" that vanished along with ends Tuesday, December 18 at j Sat. - Sun 90c 'til 4 p.m.
Bosley Crewther
ture of the charming southern the servants and the money, the four p.m., it was also an-: then Si.oo
cult
of
virility
that
made
many
belle, sitting in a hoop skirt,
southern men look like mis- nounced. Plays should be sub-!,
plucking awav at an out-of- P^oed ivanhoes and their fine mitted to Mr. Minot or Mr, !
EXTRA: Travelrama to the Grand Canyon, in color, and D. Ducks Wheel
•;-' reason to believe from Mary Ellen's sidelong glances and
tune P L o , singing
« L O r i n a " '^elmg of pride, "a weakness A. Nichols.
; 'maidenly blushes, was not entirely unrequited, and by and by he
and gazing nostalgically a n d g
p
• V mustered up enough courage to ask her the all-important
h
hopefully a t a soldier in i m i - i a s Well-as a strength.
.-•question: "Will you wear my 4-H phi?"
Cause of Defeat
form, is actually quite true.
.:,
"Yes." she said simply. They shook hands then and squeezed
However, living in the Vic- It was to this pride or re.(.'•! each other's shoulders and exchanged brave smiles, and if their
torian • age. these southern I sentment of discipline, this
v eyes were a trifle moist, who can blame them?
ladies "operated under very se-1 theory that "discipline is fOr
f
For a time things went swimmingly. Then a cloud appeared.
vere •• restrictions." A n d to I slaves,"' that Dr. Eaton -attn,-'•",. Mary Ellen, it seems, was a rich girl and accustomed to costly
I make matters worse, he added, I butes a large portion of the California
$80.00 *
.'••-• pleasures. Poseidon was bone-poor and he quickly ran. out of
chuckling slightly, "chivalry j cause of the defeat of the Con33.00
Miami
r money. Unable to take Mary Ellen to,the posh places she
applied to women as a whole, j federacy%
:
169.00
Hawaii
fancied and too proud to tell her the reason, he turned surly and
Emphasizing
this
point,
"his
not to particular individuals.
17.50
Bermuda
••'-•',. full of melancholy. Soon then1 romance, so promising at the
left hand placed on his hip, Dr.
Find New Freedoms
49.75
Puerto Rico
•••-: -.•beginning, was.lieaded for a breakup. But at the last moment,
Women, as well "as "the Ne- Eaton stepped down amid the
146.75
London
•~!i Poseidon managed to blurt out the truth.
groes, could not develop their incessant applause of an atten'[..,.'. "Oh, beloved agrarian!" cried Mary Ellen, grappling him
194 80
Paris
(Jetl
tive
audience.
Quietly
a
n
d
potentialities. It was not until
242.75
Rome (JeU
;"• close. "OH, proud husbandman.! Oh, foolish reaper! Why have
after the Civil War, when the graciously, in the manner of
..•::';• you not told me before? I have plenty of money, and I will
166.70
Holland
caste system was dissolved and his "perfect southe'n gentle•>• contribute according to my ability."
195.30
If your waistline is mediumtoSlim,
Denmark
180.15
Poseidon, of course, protested, but she finally persuaded him
Scotland
you
ai e a candidateforthis distinctive
of the wisdom of her course. From then on the}7 split all expenses
370 30
Israel (Jet)
block
print Arrow sport shirt. Contour
,-•• accordbijr to their incomes. Rather than embarrass Poseidon by
213,80
Germany (Jetl
tapered
for a trim, neat fit... la
' handing him money in public, a-joint bank.account was set up
149.00Ireland iJetl
to allow him to write checks. Into this account each week they
r
h
handsome muted colorings, styled with
r Utiund
. faithfully deposited their respective allowances—35 cents from
Trip '•Pins
button-down collar and back pleai
Poseidon; 82300 from Mary Ellen.
'Group Travel
Sanforized labeled.
And it worked fine! They were happy—truly happy! And
Plans—Also'
what's more, when they graduated they had a nice little nest
Management trainee positions being offered by
$5.00
.... egg—eight .million dollars—with which to furnish a lovely
Steam hip Tickets
'•• apartment in Lubbock, Texas, where today they operate the
State of Connecticut in
Ex ei >
- . local laundromat.
Accounting—Insurance—Tax
So you see? You too can salvage your failing romance if you
will only adopt a healthy, sensible attitude toward money.
Banking—Budget—Personnel
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Purchasing—Business Administration.
Lucre is no obstacle-when .it comes to popular-priced
Marlboro, or to Marlboro's popularly priced partner in
pleasure—the- unfiltered,
king-size Philip Morris
Commander. Get aboard. You'll find long enjoyment for

short money.
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Hartford, for details,.
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Fails in Lambert
Cup Bid; Lehigh Picked

Lehigb University's
\ football squad became the se^. jcond Engineer team to capignore th* Lambert Cup in the
[jtfast five years as they rs*-*-""~d the almost-unanimous
of an eightman selection
of coaches, sports

writers, and broadcasters i
last week's balloting. Coacf
Bill Leekonby'o eleven receive
seven fii-st-place votes and on
second-Dlace for an average o
9.9 out of a possible total o
10 points. The Engineers, als
won tre'award in 1937, whe

merican League Takes
11 Star Contest, 6-0
NOV. 23 — The American
again

rambled

15

yard

,eague All-stars managed to through the middle/On a third
etain some prestige, after down ' and ten play Romano*
laving lost playoff games, by threw a 30 yard pass to enc
feating the National League Bob Kraut (Crow), who beal>Stars 6-0 today, amid freez- his defender for the ball and
ig temperatures and occasion- •raced another 25 yards for the
' snow flurries.
score.
^ The first half was an exact The National League, with
Ijeopy of last year's 0-0 duel. Peter Landerman and Don
" ~ ith teams showed h a r d Woodruff of Sigma Nu alterarging lines and alert pass nating at quarterback, moved
sfense as neither eleven could steadily, up the field after the
Sttount a serious attack.
kickoff. Dorsey Brown and
he second half, however, Ed Goodman of St. A's were
• two punt exchanges, toe on the receiving end of passes
aerican Stars started "to roll, Jim McAlister (Crow) inter
tiarterback
Danny -Romanos cepted a Landerman-Woodruff
L
rovv) caught his opponents aerial, however, and returned
surprise and ran 15 yards it 35 yards to end the National
i the middle.
threat. During the rest of the
Bomanos To Kraut
game, the American League
iUtiiizing his team's strong trio of Al Elwell (Crow), Mike
locking, Romanos completed Dearington (Jags), and Andy
ftwo short passes to Wayne Miller (Pike) made key stops
hringer (Crow) and "Elf': and thwarted' any effort to
i
Sroczynski (Pike), and once seo>re.

Q/tac(s
'ANT A CAREER IN B A N K I N G ?

1 BANK EXAMINER AIDES
•

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

^

$

SALARY 5 , 2 0 0
'- PLUS LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS WHILE YOU TRAIN
* — PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES TO OVER $20,000 —
> You m u s t file application by January 2 , 1 9 6 2 -^
Start work July 2, 1 9 6 2
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION FILL IN COUPON BELOW AND
MAIL TO

NEW YOiK STATE BAHK1N0 DEPARTMENT
100 CHURCH STREET. HEW
YORK 7, N. Y. (Bfi 7-1BT6, Ext 7407-8-9-10)
1
PLEASE PRINT
Name
Address

Or contact Banking Dept. offices in Albany, Buffalo, Rochester or Syracuse.
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T H E T E N LEADEBS
(W on-lost-tied record
m parentheses)
1 — Lehigh (7.2) . . .
2 — A m h e r s t (7-11 . . . , .
3 — Albright (7-0-1) . , . .
4 — Maine (8*0-1) . . .
5 — H o f s t r a (7-2) . . ,'•',•
6 — B u e k n e l l (6-3)
7 — W i l l i a m s (6-2) . . . . .
8 — S u ' q h a n a (8-0.1) . . . . .
9 — D e l a w a r e (4-1) . . . . .
10 — W ; C h ' t e r (7-0-2) . . .

QVQ
80
79
75
51
4'5
3'5
3.3
2.0
1.5

Susquehana To
Replace F&M .

1960-61 VARSITY SWIMMING SCHEDULE
Dec 2 Tufts
2:00
AwayDec 9 Coast Guard
2:30
Home
Dec 18 Wore Tech.
8:00
Away
Jan. 10 Springfield
4:00
AwayJan- 13 Bowdoin
2:30
Home
Feb. 10 MJ.T.
2:00
Away
Feb. 17 R.P.I.
2:00
Home
Feb. 21 Amherst
4:00
Home
Feb. 23 Union''
4:00
Away
Feb. 24 Prep School
Championships
2:00
Home
Mar. 1 Wesley an
4:00
Home
Mar. 9 New Englands
. ; -10 at Amherst
4:00
Home

Director of athletics, Ray
Oosting, has announced that
Trinity' will play Susquehana
University next fall in place of
Franklin and' Marshall. Susquehana has had two successful seasons in a row, winning
15 and losing only one /wnile
tying i;ne, under head coach
Jim Gariett, a former assistant
coach at Coast Guard.
This tall Susquehana's Crusaders were ranked eighth in
the Lambert Cup on the bas!.s
of their fine'8-0-1 record. They
defeated Ursinus, Lyooming,
!warthmore, Wagner, Western
Md., Delware Valley, tied Ober[in, and. defeated Hobart and . .DEC. 2—The MIT freshman ward, poured in 16 points.
Wilkes. .. ^ ' .. '
basketball squad overcame a Gish just couldn't seem to
meeting with 34-27 half-time "deficit to wallop score in the second half, and
t Next year's
Susquenana is scheduled for
October 27 in Hartford. Tiie the Trinity frosh today, 67-50. the whole team collapsed with
Don Swander and John JaeBantams will journey to Selins- MIT? took.-advantage of th.
grove, Pa. in 1963 to meet the week rebounding of the young ger, the starting toackcourt duo,
Crusaders for a second time. Bantams, outscoring them 21-7 followed Gish in the scoring
Bates C o l l e g e of Lewiston, in the third quarter. For the column with nine and six
Maine, w h i c h - has defeated
points respectively. A reserve
Trinity in three of five prev- rest of the game, MIT just forward, Ron Steele," accountious contests,' will replace Sus- widened the gap.
ed for five points in his secquehana on the Bantam sched
The Trinity . frosh •'played
ule in 1964. The other seven much better ball in he first ond quarter showing. .
No Kebounding
Trinity opponents next fall will
It looks as if it could be a
be the s a m e as d u r i n g this half, as Bill, Gish, a 6'3" for
long season for the frosh, unpast season.
less tfyey can work put some
basic problems. They have a
fine point producer in Gish, but
lack another prolific front
court scorer, and the, whole
front line is weak in the rebounding department.
Bill Pigot of Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Company,
The backcourt performers
and the other young engineers like him in Bell Telephone
move the ball around well, but
Companies throughout the country,, help bring the finest
if again they lack a serious
communications service in the world to the homes and
scoring threat.
businesses of a growing America.
All in all, if the frosh are going to equal or better last
year's fine 11-4 record, they're
joing to have to work more
as a team and find some strong
rebounders. The first problem
could very easily be worked
out with, more practice, but
Gie second could prove a hin-,
drance all season long.
M.I.T.
B I ft
Grady2 0 9

Frosh Show Weaknesses
Bowing To M.I.T., 67-50

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: BILL PIGOT
Six years ago Bill Pigot graduated from college witH an
engineering degree. Today he is responsible for the
performance of 12 microwave relay stations, numerous
communications cables, and other equipment. He also
supervises the work of some sixty transmission specialists.

ITS WtttYBOWZ FALLOUT

Biff MAMA'S/,

the- cup was introduced as an
emblem of Eastern small-col
lege supremacy. ..
•
Although Lebigh's record included losses to Delaware and
undefeated Rutgers, the Engineers numbered 'such major
schools as Harvard, Columbia,
and Colgate among its victims,
.
.
Second place in the voting
went to Amherst, which had
an excellent chance for'the
Cup uniii the last game of the
season, when they were whitewashed by Wiiliams, 12-0 Unbeaten Albright finished thi.-ii
and unbeaten Maine, the Yankee Conference c h a m p i o n
fourth.
Amherst's.failure to capture
the Cup; marks the fifth
straight: year that the award
has remained beyond the reach
of a N;-w England school. .No
college in this area has .-'yst
•been able to win the covet-d
Cup.
.

Mermen Win Opener
MEDFQRD, MASS., Dae. 2— ison and H e n d r i c k s o n of
squad in returning to acThe Varsity Mermen returned Tufts then combined their ef- sity
tion this year and the team
today with the laurels of th
forts in the d i v i n g contest, as a whole l o o k s strong in
first s e a s o n meet as they scoring 52.33 points to give the most all of its events. Th*
swamped a weak Tufts team locals Uieir first substantial Bantam mermen travel to New
London on December 9 to face
58-37. Sill Koretz, Rick Asa win of .'he meet.
Coast Guard in what should
worth, John Burton, and Dave
prove to be quite a close me?t.
Raymond paced the squad as
Ashworth Again
The Trimnen found quite a bit
the Slaughtermen walked off Later Koretz and team Cap- (of
trouble there last year, with
with seven first places. Asa- tain Pe'.o Bundy placed one and unfamiliar p o o l conditions,
two
in
the
100
yard
butterfly
worth . came home with the
especially in the turns, presenthonors o£ the iday as he wp.s and Dave Raymond and Dick ing mast of the difficlty.
the only Bantam to record a Shorten gave the Hilltoppers
another first and third place
double victory.
in the 200 yard backstroke. 35
R a y m o n d , Koretz, Dick Ashworth gained his seemd
ASYLUM ST.
Gooden, and Steve Locktiin victory of the afternoon win
won ths 400 yard medley relay, ning the 440 yard, freestyle
and Ashworth copped the 200 event. Bob Hevner placed secyard freestyle event to give the ond to Ashworth in both his
Bantams a lead that they-never long freestyle. events. Chrs
SAVSTT
lost.
McNeill, Doug Craig, Gooden
Dick Goodman placed second and Jay McCracken closed 6m
85
to the Jumbos Champlain in the contest as they left the
Jumbos
in
their
wake
in
taking?
the 50 yard freestyle content,
SECONDS
and, Trinity's John Burton and the 400 yard freestyle relay.
FROM
Sandy Creighton teamed up for Prospects look bright for
ar first and t h i r d in the 200 :he Slaughtermen this seaso.i,
MAIN.,
ard individual medley. Rob- for a good portion of the var-

O Yoor best friend's beautiful date
asks you to meet her for a late date.
Would you...

EILL TELEPHONE COMPAMIiS

Gin
Selig
Schumaker
Haase
McQuUleh.
Morgan
Seal
Ellerman
Larson .
Hanson
Schprffer (

6
0
0
0
5
8
2
1
2
0
1

0 12
0 0
0 0
0 O
2 12
3 16
3 7
1 3
2 6
0 0
0 2

23 13 67

Totals
TRINITY
GlSh
McCalmbnt
Chappell
Morisse
Kadyk
•Jeager
Swandon '
Steele
Tomhovd
Williams

B P
4 4
10
0 0
0 3
2 0
3 0
4 2
2 1
2 1
0 0

• meet her in secret?

• meet her and tell your friend?

For your major course
which wouldp u
slioose...

D'tel! and not meet her?

^ Hasadvertising ever
influenced p u r choice
• of cigarette?

-Pt
16
2
0
3
4
B
10
5
5
0

Totals
19 12 50
Score at halt time 34-27, Trinity.

Plan now foryour

BERMUDA

• a good teacher

D or an outstanding man in his field
but a poor teacher?

• Yes
D No

College Week
1962
bigger, busier,
better than ever!
• Informal welcoming dance to start
the fun.
» College Day at the B e a c h . . . t h e
biggest beach party of the year.
» All-day cruise to historic St.
George. Luncheon, Calypso music, i
Gombey Dancers.
''
Round Robin Tennis Tournament.
College Week Golf Competition.
College Talent Revue,
Fun Festival with jazz concerts,
choral groups, dance contests.
Barbecue Luncheon.
Sightseeing.
Special Golf and Tennis Trophies.
A I X YOURS AT NO CHARGE

ft* BERMUDA

Trade Development Board1

There's actually more
rich-flavor leaf in L&M
than even in some unfiltered cigarettes. You.
get more body in the
blend, more flavor in the
smoke, mo re t a s t e
through the filter. So expect more, get Lots More
from L&M. And remember—with L&M's modern
filter, only pure white
touches your lips.
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HERE'S HOW 1029 STUDENTS
AT 100 COLLEGES VOTED!
xoq JO )ped ur mg-] UB 8ABH
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THE

Improvement Evident

TRINITY TRiPOD

Bantam Five Opens Early Lead
To Top M I T . In Home Opene

Sideline %
Splinters

'A pair of sophomores might well .make Trinitybasketball a worthwhile activity during the upcoming DEC. 2—Showing a well-or- perbly directed by little Bob Bantams rolling, particularly
season- As most of you must remember, last Winter ;aiiized offense in their first Voorhees, started rolling front, in the second half. The outside
basketball games were eveiy bit as uncomfortable to game, "the Trinity Bantams the beginning, and Trinity ma- shooting of Bi-ian, Brooks and
sit through as even the most monotonous of classes- jumped out to an early lead to- naged a 10 point advantage Bill Scully:, helped to open toe
Our glossless, quintet ran into an early-season losing night and held on to record a! throughout the entire game. middle up for drives by-Bran
70-60 victory over MIT's engi- Captain John Norman was denbergei and Leghorn.
rut and before they could recover, the number of con- neers.
The win, before a .Me- high scorer of the; night with ' Koch; and Sophomore Bill
secutive defeats tallied an even dozenmorial Field House crowd of '22. He opened up the game EaglesoE traded baskets in th
As evidenced by Saturday evening's 1961-62 bas- nearly 1,000, avenged two loss- with, five minutes gone on two closing minutes of the -firs
ketball debut in the field house; this year's squad es to MIT last .year.
jumpers and a threfe point play half to eut-a 15 point lead down
promises to play an improved caliber of ball, which A tight.Bantam zone defense to increase the Bantams' lead- -to eight, 40-32. The lead ihsn
should result in a sizeable increase in victories- Two stopped MIT's captain, Dave to.17-4. Bob_Brahdentierger die varied between seven and 10
newcomers to" the team seem, to have provided the Koch, who tallied only 14 last 6'7" center, accounted for the until a quick flurry in the cl
ing minutes put the game
spark that last year's five lacked- They are Bob Voor- night, in contrast with -his 40- Bantam?' next six points.
point effort in' one of last Soph»more Barry Leghorn, away for Trinity. hees and Barry Leghorn. Voorhees, a fine ball handler year's
games. The.offense, su- with irv poinls, also kept the Brandenberger sank 3. free
and a real hawk on defense, should bolster the backthrow &nd Leghorn drove ar-i
court duo of Brian Brooks and Bill Scully. Although the
der the basket.. After Scullys
5'8" playmaker didn't do much scoring in the opener
foul shot, Leghorn scored on a
against M-I-T-, he certainly was instrumental in keepfast-break to "make it 67 - 54,
ing the Bantam offense moving. His accurate passes
and not even three quick junipers by-MIT playmaker Chile'?
provide a welcome, change from the sloppy JJantam
Gamble could dent the Trinity
ball-handling of a year ago, which lost many a game
lead.
for themCompared with the inept ofLeghorn, who last year averaged 19-1 points and
fense ©f last year's 4-14 cluu.
pulled down 229 rebounds to lead the freshman to a I
the current Bantam five worked-well as a team last night.
-11-4 season, worked especially well under the. boards
Playing a deliberate game,
against M- I- T- as he rebounded steadily and contribthey forced ; the Engineers to
uted 18 points, most of them on inside shotscome out of their tight zone.
The difference seemed to be
the field generalship of Voorhees. While the 5'8" sophomore
tallied only tsvo points, he organized the Bantam offense in
a manner unseen since the
days of Barry Royden and
'harhVBergmann.'
It appears that the Bantams,
n • the, strength of this performance, are on their way to
a winning season.. This Thursday, Jay McWilliams' forces
play at Kings point and return
to Hartford Saturday to face
Worcester Tech.

WILLIAMS STRONG AGAIN
Both Bob Brandenberger and captain John Norman "are back from last year's squad to round out-the
nucleus of coach Jay McWilliams team- Brandenberger,
like Leghorn, is effective under the boards where he
puts his 6'7" height to good use. As for Nornian, let's
just say he's a scoring threat, from any place on the
floor, inside or outside, at the foul line or on a drive,
it makes little difference—he can score- Bantam followers are hoping that the former Weaver High star
will regain his sophomore form, which was just a hair
short of phenomenal.
What will Trinity face in the way of opposition.
this Winter? The Bantams will meet the same foes as
a year ago' with the addition of Middlebury to the
schedule after a year's absence. There will be ample
opportunity to watch our five in action as 11 of the 18
games scheduled will be played on the home court- Two
of our opponents, Williams and Rochester, participated
in the NCAA small-college tourney at the end of last
season and are known to be exceptionally strong. In
fact the Ephmen have four of last year's starting five
returning, including captain Bob Mahland, who was
selected on the AP little All-American first team last
season as his 481 point output led Williams to a 22-3
recordTrinity has just a little over a week to wait before
they must meet these Ephmen. Last year the Bantams
were subjected to a 91-69 whipping by Williams despite
a fabulous 38 point scoring performance by our own
John Norman- Next week the outcome could be a lot
closer if Trin can back up Norman's shooting with some
solid team play. In fact, this combination could pave the
way to a success for McWilliams' quintet.

TKTOTTY
Morman
Leghorn
Brndnbrgr •
Scully
Brooks
Boorhees
Keen
McKune
Fenrich '
Totals .. M.I.T. •
1

Koch
Gamble
Eagleson
Pwarz
Robinson .
Grominger
JSoter'
Smith
Burns

B
9
8
6
3
3
•

F
4
2
2
2
0
0
0 0
o 0
0 0

.Pt
22
IS
14
g
6
2
0

0

o

30 10 70
B
6
7
5
3
3
1
1
0

F
2
0
.1
2
0
2
O
1
.•o 0

Pt
14
14
11
8
6
4
2
1
0

Totals
26 8 60
Score at halt time 40-32, Trinity.
In the opener the MIT Freshmen defetted Trinity Frosh 67-50
after trailing at the half 34-27.

SZUMSZYK ALL NEW ENGLAND
»
For those of you die-hard football fanatics, who
have nothing left to feast upon but pro games ' (which
can be quite a feast in itself!), here are-a few postseason items- Statistically, John Szumczyk led Trinity
ball carriers this year with a total of 630 rushing yards
for an average of over four yards per carry. The junior
halfback received special recognition for his achievment by being named to the all-New England small college eleven-.
Trinity's Ian Bennett, who booted 39 punts for a
40-3 average, ranked among the top ten small college
„•..—a
punters in the nation- • • • The Bantams outscored
their opponents 147 points to 98, with eight players
COACH JAY MeWUXIAMS and substitute Tom Me
hitting double figures- Of the top scorers, five are Kune watch action in upper photo while (below), Brian
juniors, one a sophomore, and only two will graduate Brooks takes aim on basket as he sets for free throw with
in June.
Bill Scully looking on.
.
{Roberts Photos)
And finally, condolences to Amherst-on its second
place ranking in the Lambert Cup- It should be clear
by now that no New England school can afford to los
even a single game if it hopes to bring home the Cup
The Jeffs played just one contest too many in its season, for hot only did they lose their first place Lambert
Cup ranking by that defeat to Williams- They also
of Leather Lined Moccs
yielded the "little three" title to their, victors after a
two-year hold on this most significent laurel. However,
for this loss, we cannot feel much sympathy.

TRINITY FORWARD JOHN NORMAN ed upon IS game slate by rolling o v "
scores for Bantams during Saturday night's 70-60 as Nonnant allies'22 points.
f Roberts Photo
season opener at Field House. Trinity enter-

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

Kt

'STUDENT},
SOLDIER^
ill say it just once more: 'Volunteers
for judo, step forward/'"

Maybe they are
just bluffing, but I'm
keeping my head down.

SPECIAL SALE!

1961-62 VARSITY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Dec- 2
Dec- 7
Dec- 9
Dec 12
Dec 14
Dec 16
Jan- 6
Jan- 9
Jan- 13
Jan- 15
Feb.' 7
Feb. 9
Feb- 13
Feb. 16
Feb. 21
Feb. 24
Feb. 27
Mar- 3

M.LT
Kings Point
Wore TechWilliams
' Coast Guard
Clark
Tufts
Wesleyan
M-I.T"Union
Aniherst
Bowdoin
Rochester
Colby
Wesleyan
Coast Guard
Brandeis
Middlebuiy

8:15
8.:30
8:15
8:15
8:15
3:15
8:15
8:15
8:15
8:15'
8:15
8:15
8:15
8:15
8:15
8:15
8:00
8:15

Home
Away.
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home

Imperial
• .

Hand-Sewn

,

Now $14,80

Save Over 20% for a short time only
on BARRIE'S Famous Leather Lined,
s
Hand Sewn Moee
#
9
•
®

Hand Stained to Your Choice
Uppers of Puritan Veal'CalfskinFully Leather Lined
Double Leather Soles and Heels.

'THE SMOKING LAMP IS LIT!" For Sailors and Marines, that means hap#

3nd light UP a LuCky lnthe Arm and Air F
m
Zcry i^'T
I
T
™
n
'
y
°
'
«
'
is Take ten!"-Lucky lighting time again. But Lucky you; you can enj*

Connecticut's collegiate men's shoe shops

MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE
"A REAL DELIGHT IN
DELICATESSEN TREATS"
\mt ever the reeks
243 ZION STREET
JA 7-W44
Mon.-Tlmrs. 9-11 — Weekends 9-12:30

Doesn't anybody know
how to fire this thing?"

Reg. $18.95

Away •

Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
AwayHome
Away
Home

For cryin' out loud, Hawkins! Who
ever taught you to put up a tent?"

Luck.es any time. Why, you can even have one right now. And won't it iaS

LuckLtl'

^i? 3 ' 0 0

fIavor that s

-

'

why colieie-itudents smoke rnor*

i-uckies than any other regular. March out and buy a pack.
New Haven
">*s^^__—-***^ v
Hartford
22 Trunibui; S i
Next to,Henry Miller (Jo.
Between the Telephone Eldg. and Heublein Hotel
Free Parking in Nearby Lots

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and gsf some fasfe for a chan<#
© 1 . T. C»

,„•

A

